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Digabit to showcase Documoto at SOLIDWORKS World
Attendees can see how they can create dynamic electronic parts catalogs
using Documoto and SOLIDWORKS Composer
(Englewood, CO)—Jan. 30, 2017— Digabit, a SaaS company helping
manufacturers solve the challenge of providing online, up-to-date technical
documentation and parts catalogs, will be showcasing their product,
Documoto, at booth 200 in the Partner Pavilion at SOLIDWORKS World
2017, Feb. 5-8 at the Los Angeles Convention Center. At the booth, Digabit’s
Senior Director of Solutions Engineering will be doing live demos of
Documoto for potential customers.
Show attendees will see how Documoto integrates with SOLIDWORKS
Composer and helps eliminate bottlenecks between engineering and
publications. Digabit’s authoring suite lets technical publishers use CADsourced drawings and data from PDM and other system to produces online
parts catalogs. In addition, users can easily import and convert Bills of
Materials (BoMs), technical illustrations and product metadata to automate
much of the publishing process.
The 19th annual SOLIDWORKS World brings together designers, engineers,
managers, and partners to discuss ideas, trends, and the technology shaping
the future of product design. This is the third year that Digabit has attended
the conference.
“By utilizing Documoto along with SOLIDWORKS Composer, it lets users take
advantage of structured data to be more productive in their daily work,” said
Alan Sage, CEO of Digabit. “It simplifies the authoring process, accelerates
parts book production, and allows you to publish content online and for print
with one unified process.”
About Digabit Inc.
Digabit helps manufacturers solve the challenge of providing online, up-todate technical documentation and parts catalogs for complex machinery and
equipment. Its flagship product, Documoto, offers robust parts catalog

authoring and publishing tools, a technical support library, and eCommerce
capabilities. Documoto provides OEMs and asset-intensive industries a
competitive advantage in capturing increased aftermarket sales and
improving customer retention. Find out more at www.Digabit.com.
About SOLIDWORKS
Powered by the Dassault Systèmes 3DExperience Platform, SOLIDWORKS
3D applications help millions of engineers and designers succeed through
innovation. Our products deliver an intuitive experience in product design,
simulation, publishing, data management, and environmental impact
assessment. For the latest news, information, or an online demonstration,
visit our Web site (www.SOLIDWORKS.com) or call 1-800-693-9000 (outside
of North America, call +1-781-810-5011). SOLIDWORKS is a registered
trademark of Dassault Systèmes in the US and other countries. Other brand
and product names are trademarks of their respective owners.
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